fireside chat...? what?

look guys, \ was thinking we could
COVER your backgrounds IN CHARACTER.

you mean we have to TALK and stuff?
using a LITTLE TRICK \ saw GARY
JACKSON use in a TOURNEY years ago.

for cryin’ out loud -- did
we sign up for a REMEDIAL
hackmaster course?

that’s right -IN CHARACTER.
the FIRESIDE CHAT.

what a
wonderful
idea, b.a.

but \’m ALWAYS
in character.
\ was JUST about
to set it up when
bob interrupted me.

it’s a GREAT exercise
for helping players IMMERSE
themselves into their roles.
\’ve used a SIMILAR
device with my LADIES
OF HACK campaign.

well you’re JUST going
to have to HUMOR me guys.

yeah, well it’s
GREAT if you’re a
NOOB and don’t
know how to
ROLE-PLAY.
nobody HERE fits
that BILL though.

seems like
a WASTE of
time to me.

this exercise is NOT only useful for
players but for the GM as well.

it helps make that MENTAL transition
where a character is just a SERIES
of numbers and stats to an
INDIVIDUAL who is FLESH and BLOOD.
alright,
alright.
\’m game.

ya HEAR that...?
besides it’s MORE than an exercise -\’ve WORKED it into the ADVENTURE.

clues.

yeah, let’s
do it.

now AS \ was saying....
you’re sitting around
the CAMPFIRE.

we better take notes.
if you PAY attention you might
pick up a few CLUES that’ll be
USEFUL later in the adventure.

a lone STURM WOLF lets
out a MOURNFUL
howl in the distance.
roger that.

that’s ALL \’m
going to say on
that subject.

the WOODS seem STRANGELY
peaceful as you sit about
the CAMPFIRE sipping
from your bowls
of HOT venison stew.
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sturm wolf...?
guys -- PLEASE.

how far away is he, b.a.?

FORGET the STURM WOLF
for a moment -- \’m tryin’
to set the MOOD here.

can we tell WHAT direction
he’s HOWLING from?
-sigh- guys, it’s
NOT important -\’m just setting
the MOOD here.

can \ tell if it’s
a MALE or a
FEMALE?

hot diggity.
STURM WOLF pelts
fetch 200 g-pees
on the OPEN market.

now -- AS \ was sayin’.

for CRYING OUT LOUD, b.a.

as you SIT there REFLECTING
on the day’s journey passin’
a jug of KROMINAN ALE back
and forth the CONVERSATION
turns to each other.

you JUST got through sayin’
to pay CLOSE ATTENTION.
sheesh.

FORGET
about the
WOLF -OKAY?

yeah! sounded like you
were setting up a
MONSTER ENCOUNTER.

b.a., \ cast
DETECT EVIL
on the
STURM WOLF.

it DAWNS on you
you’ve been
FIGHTING side by
side these
PAST weeks
and yet-you know
VERY little
about each ....

okay, so with the
ALE warming your
FULL BELLIES
the mood’s
a bit LIGHTER.

ummm, dave.
maybe you should GIVE
the STURM WOLF thing
a rest for the time being.

you BEGIN
to open up.
he didn’t even
give me an
ANSWER.

he’s gonna
NEED
a few more
LESSONS.

to SHARE.
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GRISTER is the FIRST one
to BREAK the ice and begin
talking about his past.

okay, okay, -- guess \’ll KICK things off.
GRISTER’s real name is TARTH DUN’WALLOW.
he’s an X-GLADIATOR who earned his FREEDOM the
HARD way -- on the TRAVELING PIT FIGHT CIRCUIT.

that’s your CUE, bob.
you can take
it from there.
me? why do \ have to go first?

he earned the knickname, “GRISTER”
‘coz that was the name of his
SIGNATURE coup de grace technique.

that back story
RAWKS, dude.

just DO
it, bob.
aaaah,
\ see.

the ‘GRISTER’ is a
‘FINISHING MOVE’ of
my own design -- a
REAL crowd pleaser.
it combines the ROUND
HOUSE GROIN KICK with
a FITCH-KELLER throat
punch topped off with an
EYE-GOUGE and if
SUCCESSFUL finished off
with a CALLED shot to
the NECK by SWORD
against a PRONE target.

by the way, \ used the rules in the
‘BRAWLER’S GUIDE TO ARENA COMBAT’
for TECHNIQUE ENGINEERING and came
up with a SKILL RATING for the move
-- \ made a COPY of the worksheet
if you wanna check my math.

oh, um..., okay.
thanks.

but GRISTER’s passion for KILLING
wasn’t limited to the blood-soaked
sand of the ARENA FLOOR.
he FOUGHT in the STABLES as well -- with
his FELLOW gladiators and team mates.
he showed no MERCY. killing for
such MINOR things as a SPILLED mug
of ale, the occasional PERCEIVED
insult or for a CASUAL glance of
the eye he just HAPPENED to catch.

to explain my
LOW dex \ came
up with a back
story tie-in.

GRISTER was a THIRD
RATE fighter but he
showed some PROMISE.
more of an UNTAMED BRAWLER
than a TRAINED FIGHTER -- he
fought HARD and he FOUGHT to
win -- for the ONLY approval
in life he had EVER known was
the APPLAUSE of the crowd
at the END of a match.
many a time as he stood there
over a FALLEN FOE, his blade
DRIPPING with blood, he
THANKED the gawds for
putting him in the ARENA.

GRISTER was a PROMISING fighter who stood to
make a LOT of money for his STABLE-MASTER.
someone the COMPETITION
stood up and took NOTE of.
then on the EVE of a BIG match at GROD
MONDRE’ some RAT BASTARD slipped a
little something EXTRA in my evening GRUEL.

a POISON with
long lasting
debilitating effects.

that’s
terrible.
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b.a., we’re thinking
WITHERING INDIGO as the POISON.
if the victim SURVIVES, he takes a permanent
hit to his CON, DEX and STRENGTH -that fits in NICELY with bob’s lousy stats.

oh....

really...?

well, er, off the CUFF \
have to say \ don’t see
a PROBLEM with it.

yer lettin’ me HAVE
the SAVE BONUS?

seems reasonable
enough to me.

wow --\ thought
you’d TOTALLY have
a COW over that.
like \ said, bob -it sounds
“REASONABLE”.
\’m allowing it.

on the PLUS side he picks
up a plus 5 BONUS on
ALL saves vs. POISON.

kewl
beans.

um, that is -PENDING your
approval of course.

that actually might
make this NEXT
part a bit easier
to swallow.

well, \ FIGURED being an ARENA CHAMPION with
EXTENSIVE TRAINING and all \ should be allowed
to take an additional 100 BUILDING POINTS to be
applied to various COMBAT skills and PROFICIENCIES.
“next part”...?

sorta makes
SENSE, doesn't it?

oh it does.

very REASONABLE
if you ask me.

what do \ think...?

so wadda ya
THINK, b.a.?

\ think you were off to a VERY good start
and then you got GREEDY -- that’s what \ think.

you are OBVIOUSLY trying to TRICK-OUT
your character on the TAIL END.
okay. maybe 100 b-pees IS a bit much.
no way in hell.
FIFTY then??? TWENTY...?
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ya know, \ thought \ was being very GENEROUS
giving you a chance to TWEAK your BACK
STORIES and giving you some EXTRA B-PEES.

-sigh- so much
for my PITCH on
owning a MANSION in
‘GURMAN’S VINEYARD
ON THE GINGE’.

\ HOPE everyone didn’t take it as an
INDICATION that \ was going SOFT.

coz’ if you HAVE
-- you MIGHT
not like my
REACTION.

or that you could TAKE
advantage of the SITUATION.

NANO SECONDS LATER...
crap! \ wrote
mine in INK.
anybody got some
WHITE OUT?

-erase-scratch-erase-

\’m startin’ to think it
was a GOOD thing, \
missed that MEETING.

-erase-scratch-erase-

This preview is from KODT #120
on sale 10/25/2006
Check out the issue for the whole story
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